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.dttTirtc, vrAHfcb. 
1. Sat up your PlayStation™ game console according to the instructions in its 

Instruction Manual. 
2. Make sure the power is OFF before inserting or removing a compact disc 
3. Insert the Beast Wars’ Transformers" disc and dose the Disc Cover. 
4. Insert game controllers (and Memory Card if you have one). 
6. Turn ON the PlayStation™ game console The introductory sequence will 

begin To skip this sequence and go directly to the Main menu, press 
then button. 

6. Select a team: Maximals or Predacons. Use the left and nght arrow 
directional buttons to toggle between the teams. Press the M 
button to select your team. 





Hoy To H-AY 
MTRCDUCTtON 
The Maximal and Predacons have crash-tended on a slim ye planet. They are 
stranded, lost in time and space Unable to exist on the surface of this planet in 
tneir robot forms for long due to extraordinanly high Energon levels, they take 
on beast forms to protect themselves. 
The Predacons realize the power of the Energon's abundance. Led by 
Megatron, they attempt to harvest the Energon in an effort to repair their ship 
and conquer the galaxy... 
Optimus Primal, leader of the Maxima's, knows that ell life in the galaxy is 
threatened if the Predacons succeed in their mission. He has vowed to stop 
them by any means. 
It is your job. as either the Maximals or Predacons, to crush the other side and 
escape this planet. 



UPS fOfi PLAYING MAST WART TRANSfORMSRS" 
TRANSFORMER SELECTION 

Choose your character wisely for each mission. It a level features an 
abundance of Energon, select a Transformer with high Energon resistance. 
NOTE: Some levels are besiplaved with the faster characters. If, however, you 
are having a difficult time, choose a Transformer with the highest overall levels. 
THE MISSION MAP 
••• Keep an eye on the map to gel an early warning of incoming enemies. White 
blips represent enemies above or below you. Red blips indicate enemies at 

••• Monitor the map constantly to ensure that you do not get lost. The green 
areas indicate where you have already been. 
ENERGON RESISTANCE 
••• Transform into beast mode as soon as it is safe to do so. This helps to build 
up your Energon resistance. Resting h beast mode also builds up your Energon 
resistance. However, be careful not to rest too long. When playing in Easy 
mode, your Energon resistance wil be restored completely In Normal and 
Expert modes, your Energon resrstance will be restored to half. Extra Energon 
resistance can be gained by poking up specrel power-ups. 
••• On some of the later levels, it pays to shoot and transform as quickly as 
possible in order to stop taking damage from the poisonous effects of Energon. 
- Energon is concentrated in certar, areas around the landscape. Don't linger in 
these areas. 
CONTROLLING YOUR TRANSFORMER 
"• Use your miss les wisely. They are usjailv much more effective than regular 
cannon fire. Hold down tie fire button to tods onto an enemy target. Release 
the button to shoot a missile. Keep toe button held down to target multiple 



enemies at once. Release the button to shoot at al currently targeted enemies. 
NOTE: The missiles are very powerful, but take a little time to lock on. 
— Learn to use the strafe function. It is activated by the L2 and R2 buttons. 
Strafing allows you to sidestep while facing your target. If you both strafe and 
turn, you can circle an enemy whle simultaneously shooting at it. Strafing is 
also an effective way to get around comers. Be careful when strafing on lifts or 
on top of buildings. (Ybu may fall off I) 
— Double tap the strafe buttons to rot sideways 
STRATEGY 
— Don't blindly run into an open area. Inch your way into a likely combat tone 
and pick enemies off as you go 
— When in a fire fight, don't pane and run into more danger. Instead, move 
backwards and fight one thing at a time. 
•••Transformers generally jump further when in beast mode 
— Use the camera controls to look upwards when being attacked by flying targets 
RESCUE MISSIONS 
••• If you have lost a Transformer in a level, you can rescue ii by completing a 
rescue mission Collect the yellow icon with wings to get to the rescue level 
Then, fly through clouds shooting everything until you find the enemy ship. 
Destroy the enemy ship to release your captured Transformer. 
POWER UPS 
— Learn to recognize the different types of power ups. Remember where they 
are and save the one you don't immediately need. 
••• Fallen rocks are distinct from the surrounding landscape. They can be 
cleared, but you wll need a red weapon power up to give you the fire power 
you need to get through these barriers. 
—After picking up a specia! weapon, save it for use against the end of level boas. 
—Don't touch the purple rocks. They are made ot Energor 
•••Don't pek up power ups f you don't > eeu item Save them kx when yc. 
are beaten down. 



MISSION STRUCTURE 
—The urban missions are extremely low on Energon, but much bigger and 
more exploratory in nature. Use your automap to help find your way around the 
levels If you are having trouble, try playing a desert mission instead Desert 
missions are easier and less open structurally. 
•••You must complete all of the desert, urban and polluted missions before you 
can play the lest volcanic mission. 

SAVE GAME 
••• Save your game after every episode I! you do noi save your game, and die, 
you will have to replay all the levels since your last save 

.unions. 

Press the a button to move backwards through the screens. Press the left and 
right Directional buttons to scroll. 

CONTROL CONffGURATfON 
Use the left and right Directional buttons to review the different control set-ups. 
Press * to select one. 









MISSION MAP 
A map of the mission will appear 
detailing the mission's objective. Use the 
left and right Directional buttons to 
choose between the available missions 



TRANSfORMER SELECTION 
The Transformer Selector screen will 
appear. The center image shows the 
Transformer being profiled. Use the left 
and right Directional buttons to review 
the other members of your team Press 
* to accept your Transformer's select cn 
and begin the mission. 
NOTE: Refer to 'Controlling Your 
Transformer’ on page 7. 

MSStOH STRUCTURE 
The missions are structured across four zones Desert Urban, Polluted and 
Volcanic. There are three missions within each zone. Two of the zone's 
missions involve traveling the landscape The third zone mission involves 
approaching and confronting the enemy base 
If you complete the missions within either the Urban or Desert zone, the 
Polluted zone will become available. Once you complete this zone's missions, 
you may attempt the Volcanic zone (NOTE: Grayed-out zones are not available 
lor selection.) 
You must complete the BOSS missions within the Urban. Desert or Polluted 
zone before you can play BOSS missions wtnm the volcanic zone. 
Once you have completed the mission structure for the Mammals, you can 
attempt to do it for the Predacons. 







SPECIAL WSAPON POWSR UP 8AR 
Hold down the • button to HI this bar. Tte fuels a smart bomb. Once 
the bar has reached the top. release the • button to have your 
Transformer unleash the bomb. 
NOTE: The three squares under the bar indicate how many smart bombs 
remain in your arsenal. (A maximum of 3.) Use them wisely1 

POW5R UPS 
When you pick up a power up, rt is displayed here. The three smaller boxes to 
the right indicate the level of power reached for guns or lock-on missiles. 
There are three power levels. 

SM5ROY AND SNtRGON RtSfSTANC? 
Transformers can suffer two types of damage: physical damage and 
internal systems damage. ♦ 
PHYSICAL DAMAGE 
Physical damage occurs from being hi: or ’ 
from a greet height. Each Transformer 
has a green Physical Damage Meter 
(PDM). When taking hits in combat, the 
PDM will deplete. If the Transformer's 
PDM reaches its limit the Transformer is 
defeated Unless this Transformer is 
successfully rescued In a Rescue Mission, 
can no longer be used. See "Rescue 
Missions" on page 8. 
NOTE: There are two types of heeltt) power- 
ups for half or partial regeneration. 



INTERNAL SYSTEMS DAMAGE 
Internal systems damage is caused by exposure to Energon. 
Transformers suffer from Energon exposure only when in robot mode 
the purple Energon Resistance Meter (ERM) shows this wear. 
The ERM can be replenished by power-ups, and can slowly regenerate ’ 
when the Transformer is in beast mode. WARNING! If the Transformer's ERM 
reaches zero, the Transformer will start to suffer physical damage as well. Its 
PDM will be affected at the same rate as rts ERM was depleted. 
NOTE. Theie are (wo types ol EnetQor resistance pcwet-ups for half or 

READING ENERGON LEVELS 
The ERM features two red lines along its 
sides. These lines indcete the Energon 
levels in the immediate vicinity. If the (nes 
move up rapidly, you should transform 
immediaely 

SCOJTC 
Your score increases as you destroy cannon fodder dosses and enemy 
installations. If you achieve a high score, you wfl be gven an opportunity to 
enter your name, 'four high score wil> be saved on the High Score table. If you 
have a memory card, your high score wit then oe saved autorrctco'fy. 
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80SS POWER BAR 
The Boss Power bar appears when you enter an endcf-level Boss Arena 
and when fighting major enemies The bar will decrease in five stages: 
Blue, Green, Yelow, Orange and Red. When the red stage disappears, 
the enemy has been destroyed 

LOCK ON 
Hold down the » button to activate a lock-on The Lock-On target 
appears when you have locked on to an enemy. As long as the target ' 



.HtiCut Missions. 
If you select a Rescue Mission, you vwli go to it before continuing the regular 
game. If you complete the Rescue Mission, you wll be rewarded with the 
resurrection of any lost Transformers. 

7HS RSSCUS MISSION 
A flying enemy ship is taking the lost 
Transformer to its mar base You must now 
choose between two 'flying' Transformers tc 
chase the enemy ship. 
The chosen Transformer 
will fly at high speed, 
battling oncoming 
enemies The Rescue 
Missions will get 
progressively more 
difficult as you advance 
through the game. 
Available Rescue 
Mission 
Transformers are: 
Maximals: Optimus 
Primus or Air Razor 
Predacons: Inferno or 
Terrorsaur. 



.SAVING Youl* GAMt. 
After you have finished a mission, you may save your game To do this, 
press the • button. The options screen will appear Use the left and right 
Directional buttons to move the Save Game icon to the front of the screen. 
Press «to select it. 
NOTE: If your Memory Card is not formatted, you ml be asked if you would 
like to format it. Formatting will erase all current data on the cardI Only format 
the card if you are certain that you want to do this. 
You will Be presented with a list of previously saved games and empty slots. 
Use the up and down Directional buttons to move to either sn empty slot or an 
old game position. Press m to tock in the position. (If you attempt to save over a 
previously saved game, you will be ashed if you want to overwrite it.) 

.Quitting tnL gamL. 
You can quit the game from within a misscn, or while between missions. 
From within a mission: 

1 Press "SELECT." 
2. Use the Directional buttons to select "QUIT GAME." 
3 Press * to accept. 
4 Use the Directional buttons to select "YES." 
5. Press # to accept. 

While between missions 
1. Press • to select the options section.: 
2. Press A to select "QUIT" 
3. Use the Directional Duttons to select 'YES.' 



.Vi tv tti&H sC®hts 
To view players' high scores, press the ■ button. 



UAt> SAVtt> GAMfc 
IMPORTANT! Do not remove or insen Memory Cards into any Memory Card 
Slot during loading. 
Use the up and down Directional buttons to select a previously saved game 
Press * to load the game. 
When reviewing a saved game, the colored squares displayed at the bottom of 
the screen represent the team members left in your team at the time the game 
was saved. 
Maximols 
Optimus Primal (red) 
Dinobot (royal bluel 
Rhinox (green) 
Rattrap (light pink) 
Cheetor (yellow) 
Air Razor (brown) 

Predocons 
Megatron (puiple) 
Scotpirok (gray/bkiei 
Tarantalus (lavender) 
Blackarachnia (tan) 
Inferno (orange) 
Terrasoar (dark pink) 





.Lfc&AL HoTlCt/llMITtt) VAW^AHTY. 
HASBRO (NTWACTIV'S UMfTSD NINETY-DAY WARRANTY 
Hasbro Interactive warrants for a period of ninety (90) days following the original 
retail purchase of this copy of the Beast Wars'1" Transformers"" PlayStation 
game that the program is free from substancal errors or defects that will 
materially interfere with the operator of the program as described in the 
enclosed user documentation. This policy applies to the initial purchaser only. 
If you believe you have found any such error or defect in the program during 
the warranty period, call Hasbro Interactive's Technical Support Department toll 
free al 1800) 997-7455. or (4101 568-2377 lor international calls between the 
hours of 8:00 am and 12:00 a m Monday through Friday (Eastern Time) and 
8:00 am. to 8:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday, holidays excluded. Our technical 
personnel will attempt to help you correct any problem that may occur If you 
have a problem resulting from a manufacturing defect in tho CD-ROM, Hasbro 
Interactive will replace your compact dsc with a corrected version. For 
problems resulting from your system software or hardware. Hasbro Interactive 
will suggest technical solutions to hep you avoid the problem. 
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have rights 
which vary from state to state. 

DiSC REPLACEMENT POLKY 
If this product fails within ninety (931 days of purchase for any reason other than 
accident or misuse, please return the detective disc together with a dated proof 
of purchase to Hasbro Interactive Software Consumer Returns, 50 Dunham 
Road, Beverly. MA 01815, for a free replacement. This policy applies to the 
original purchaser orty. 



(.IMITATIONS ON WARRANTY 
Unauthorized representations: Hasbro Interactive warrants only that the 
program will perform as described in the user documentation. No cither 
advertising, description or representation, whether made by a Hasbro 
Interactive dealer, distributor, agent or employee, shall be binding upon Hasbro 
Interactive or shall change the terms of this warranty. 

.TtC|trtlC*L StlHot^T. 
If you are having technical difficulties with the Beast Wars' Transformers" 
PlayStation game, please consult the README.TXT file on the CD-ROM before 
tailing technical support If you cal technical support, please have the following 
information available (and be ready to take notes) 

1. The correct name of the game. 
2. The type of computer you are running the game on. 
3. Exact error message reported (if any). 

For telephone technical support please call 800-997-7455 if you live in an area 
that does not support the 800 number, please call (4101668-2377. Support 
hours are from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m., Eastern Standard Time, Monday 
through Friday, and from &00 a m to 800 p.m, Eastern Standard Time. 
Saturday and Sunday, holidays excluded. No game hints wll be given through 
this number. 
You rosy communicate with our technical support directly from the internet or 
through popular commercial online providers, such as Amerce Online, Prodigy, 
and CompuServe Direct any E-mail questcrs concerning the Beast Wars® 
Transformers'" PlayStation game to: support@nasbro.com 



To find out 




